Introduction
In a brief article published by Science 1 last October, British scientists stated that the expression "Public Understanding of Science"(PUS), which was traditionally employed in Anglosaxon societies to refer to the issue of the relationship between science, technology and society, is out-of-date. It should be replaced by "Public Engagement with Science and Technology" (PEST), a new acronym that clearly invites to reconceptualise the relationship between science and the public. The new approach involves the engagement of the public -or rather the publics -of science, through dialogue, in particular through an open and equal-to-equal discussion between scientists and non-experts that would enable non-experts to become the actual protagonists in the scientific decisions producing social effects.
It is not just a matter of terminology. The shift from merely promoting the understanding of science -as indicated by PUS -to emphasising the need for public engagement is seen as necessary to obtain public confidence in science. Indeed, there is a general perception that public opinion is increasingly losing confidence in science.
However, the initiative of the British researchers does not stand alone. In the last few years politicians, scientists, scholars and media operators in the UK have been insisting 
The evolution of PUS crisis
The need for the House of Lords to publish the "Science and Society" report stemmed from a matter of fact: the efforts aimed at promoting scientific literacy as well as the understanding and appreciation of science failed in Britain after just over a decade 12 . The British population -at least with respect to PUS promoters'expectationsis still scarcely scientifically-literate and many of them took an aversion to scientific research rather than a liking. However, the signals and symptoms of this failure did not appear all of a sudden. Moreover, the British PUS, far from being a monolithic structure, changed several times in its 20 years of life.
As mentioned earlier, the history of PUS 13 as an institution began in 1985, when the Royal Society set up a working party to look at the nature and extent of public considered as similar to SLM 30 , it is SLM that developed the systems to gauge how much non-experts know about science, how much they learn, for instance, from exposure to the media (cognitive level) or how scientifically inclined they are (perceptive level). The SLM researches stemmed from the need to verify that the American programmes for science communication were successful. As in Britain, also in the USA scientific literacy has decreased and indifference or even hostility to science have increased 31 . As in Britain with PUS proposals, some scholars like Robert Logan present the interactive models of science communication as those that should replace SLM or combine with it 32 . Furthermore, a call similar to that of British scientists was recently made also by the American Association for the Advancement of Science 33 .
Conclusion
The call for public engagement by British scientists marks a crucial point of the crisis PUS has been undergoing for several years. Even though criticism is levelled at various aspects of PUS presuppositions and goals, its main target is the role of the Nevertheless, what PUS supporters and their opponents aim at -both in form (terminology) and in substance -is to re-establish the contact science has lost with the public. In addition to this approach -sacred even only because of the extent and diffusion of PUS -another research hypothesis should be considered. This hypothesis lies in the assumption that the scientific communication scene is more complex than 30 what has been assumed until now, and that the scientific communities -however they interact with the public -are not the only protagonists.
Science may be considered as a natural genus 34 we come across in our daily lives, whether we can define or even recognise it or not. If we accept not only that science in society is all-pervasive, but also that it is communicated in other contexts than academia, then we can assume that scientific communication occurs at a horizontal level, too. This means that there are publics that constantly exchange scientific information without being explicitly aware of it and without directly interacting with the scientific world. We believe it is necessary to analyse this kind of communication to 
